
con-pearl® click fix document pouchesplacard label 

holders

hook- and loop-tapesrounded sealed 

edges
load doorsslide locks

symmetric, lengthwise

symmetric, crosswise

short side open,
front panel overlaps

short side open,
c-part-sleeve overlaps

long side open,
front panel overlaps

long side open,
c-part-sleeve overlaps

M-fold,
hinges on the short side - fully collapsible

Z-fold,
hinges on the long side - fully collapsible

Our con-pearl® sleeves come in all standard sizes for all pallets.

They are lightweight, stable and 100 % recyclable. The sleeves can be configured according to your

individual requirements. And NEW: con-pearl® click fix - the innovative system with intermediate layers 

for fragile goods.

Flexible sleeves for all pallet sizes !
con-pearl® sleeves

up to 88 % less volume in return

ready to use in seconds
top quality: durability > 200,000 
folding

individual sleeve dimensions

configurations

... more upon request.

highest load capacity and individual dimensions

individually configurable - for easy loading and unloading

Single piece pallet sleeves

Multi-part pallet sleeves

con-pearl® sleeves
Flexible sleeves for all pallet sizes !

www.con-pearl.de www.con-pearl.de



con-pearl® click fix 

innovative systems with intermediate layers for fragile goods

variant shown: Light TECH Box™ with con-pearl® click fix; 1200x800 mm

locking hook and adapter for locking hook  
Intermediate layers can be hooked easily.

no moving parts!   
All parts are firmly attached to the pallet box or the 
intermediate layer. The exchange of individual components can 
be done easily. 

load door
The load door simplifies the 
loading/unloading of the pallet box and 
the inserting/removing of intermediate 
layers. 

intermediate layers with grip holes
consist of a stable con-pearl® lightweight boards. The layers 
can be adapted in regard to the requirement of the load capa-
city.  A load capacity up to 100kg per layer is possible.

The grip holes enables an ergonomic inserting and removing 
of intermediate layers. Layers can be inserted without any 
tools.

 kg  

l o a d  c a p a c i t y

divides our pallet boxes into several 
levels

multiple levels are optional and can be 
adapted to the goods to be transported

con-pearl® click fix can be inserted in all 
con-pearl® sleeves

maximum volume reduction when 
empty packaging is returned


